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This deliverable presents as a unified deliverable the architecture of GenData
2020 (D21), a system for capable of massive evaluation of GMQL queries over
thousands of samples, and the user interfaces (D22) which are made available to
biologists for interacting with GenData 2020. GenData 2020 has been developed
at Politecnico di Milano and it is currently being extended and inegrated with
work being developed at the other units of the PRIN project.
Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) is a technology for reading DNA sequences
that is changing biological research and will change medical practice; availability of millions of whole genome sequences may soon become the biggest and
most important “big data” problem of mankind. In this exciting framework,
we show how genometric data model (GDM) and genometric query language
(GMQL) are supported by GenData 2020, an innovative system for genomic
data management. This novel approach to genomic data management enables
the discovery of biological phenomena that cannot be observed by competing
bio-informatics languages and systems.
The outline of the deliverable is as follows. Section 2 presents some examples
of use of GMQL, which is defined in Deliverable 12; examples illustrate that
the language can express very different and interesting biological queries. Then,
Section 3 describes the GenData 2020 system, with its global architecture,
software modules, repository organization, compiler, and several UIs dedicated
to biologists, and Section 4 discusses several optimizations used by GenData
2020 to achieve high performance.
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Introduction

Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) is about to offer a fast (few hours) and
inexpensive (hundreds of dollars) technology for reading and sequencing the
human genome1 . In a five-year framework, a simple blood sample will allow
each of us to easily get the complete and accurate reading of her genome. The
corresponding potential for genomic data querying, analysis and sharing may
be considered as the most important big data problem of mankind.
The data management community is not ready to face this challenge. NGS
data is up to now managed in physical formats and standards which are influenced by the data production processing of sequencing machines, but do not
carry high-level information about genome regions or of the individual samples
associated with each genome data. As a consequence, asking high-level queries
on DNA-related information is not adequately supported.
At the current state-of-art, every genomic research center produces fullgenome datasets from their experiments, but then often observes the data for
answering specific questions, which are the target of a biological or medical
experiment, without a real full genome-wide perspective; usually, scientists look
at results by browsing predefined genome portions, while an integrated query
system could suggest them where and what to browse.
The purpose of our approach is to provide the biologist with a new holistic
approach to genomic data querying. We describe datasets consisting of several
samples, each associated with a specific experimental condition, through a Genomic Data Model (GDM) and Genometric Query Language (GMQL),
which are presented in deliverable D12. The main difficulty in dealing with
NGS data will be scalability to thousands or even millions of samples; therefore, the design of GMQL is inspired by Pig Latin [19], a high-level, declarative
language that can be executed over an Hadoop cloud computing architecture
[23]; we present the mapping of GMQL into Pig Latin and the optimizations
of critical query operations, such as select (extracting relevant samples from a
dataset), cover (computing region intersections), join (comparing genomic regions, typically subject to distance constraints) and map (performing region
transformations).
GDM and GMQL are supported by GenData 2020, a system that has been
deployed during the last two years. GenData 2020 is an ambitious system,
which integrates state-of-the-art technologies for software orchestration, data
repository management, cloud computing, language translation, user-friendly
interaction, and query optimization; its description is the main contribution
of this paper. The system supports access to a body of knowledge which is
available to biologists in the form of existing annotations (e.g., known genes
or their enhancers and promoters2 ), imported from existing databases, such as
1 The
cost of sequencing the whole genome is estimated as 4.008 $,
http://www.genome.gov/sequencingcosts/ (Jan 2014, consulted in July 2014).
2 Enhancers and promoters are genomic regions, the former are usually located far before
the gene along the DNA, the latter are located close to the gene start; they are both involved
in the regulation of gene activity.
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Figure 1: Example of experimental data (peak regions) and DNA annotations
(gene, enhancer, promoter), which are related by genometric distance patterns.
UCSC [11]). Moreover, the system supports integrated access to large data
datasets (e.g., ENCODE [8] or TCGA [27]); thus, biologists can integrate inhouse experimental datasets with relevant datasets produced within world-wide
consortia, and can query such composite collections.
GenData 2020 design has been driven by our goal of offering to biologists
a new, fundamental software layer for big data analysis which does not interfere
with the current genomic data processing pipelines available at each research
center. Our system is placed downstream of such pipelines, it uses standard
genomic data formats in input and produces standard genomic data formats in
output. We have built interfaces that help biologists during query formulation,
allowing them to browse the datasets, and facilitate the viewing of query results,
presented in classical forms (such as heat maps) or within genome browsers (such
as UCSC [11] or IGB [17]). Moreover, GenData 2020 will be integrated with
data analysis environments (e.g., network analysis platforms) for supporting
further research.
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Examples

We present some typical queries in order to show GMQL at work upon a rich
set of biological problems. Figure 1 shows a typical context where data represent known information (e.g., DNA annotations such as genes’ promoters or
enhancers) and experimental datasets.

2.1

Example 1: GMQL Hello World

“Find DNA-seq samples obtained from human brain cells having some mutations
within the exons3 of the BRCA1 gene”
Samples = SELECT(dataType == ’DNAseq’ AND
cell == ’human brain’) ALL_EXP;
Exons = PROJECT(region_type == ’exon’ AND
gene_name == ’BRCA1’) HUMAN_ANN;
3 In eucariotic organisms, such as humans, exons are the portions of a gene sequence that
encode for proteins.
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Res = MAP(EXISTS) Exons Samples;
This first example can be considered GMQL’s “hello world” program. It selects from the variable ALL EXP, representing a large experimental base, only the
datasets for human brain cell, and then finds those ones that include mutations
located within the exons of the BRCA1 (breast cancer) gene, extracted from
the variable HUMAN ANN representing annotations. Note that the result has 1 on
those exon regions having at least one mutation, and 0 on those exon regions
without mutations. Although very simple, the example illustrates the power of
the Map operation, which relates experimental data to known annotations. A
Select-Project-Map sequence of GMQL is analogous to the Select-From-Where
sequence of SQL.

2.2

Example 2: Distal Bindings in Transcription Regulatory Regions

“Find all peak regions representing transcription factor binding sites (TF) of
CTCF ChIP-seq samples, related to experiments involving human cancer cell
line HeLa-S3, which are farther than 1000 kb from the nearest gene TSS (transcription start site). Find also all peak regions for histone modifications (HM)
H3K4me1 which are also farther than 1000 kb from the nearest TSS. Then, find
all TF and HM regions found in the previous steps that overlap among them
and with enhancers, and return all such TF regions.4 ”
HM = SELECT(dataType == ’ChipSeq’
AND cell == ’HeLa-S3’
AND antibody_target == ’H3K4me1’) PEAK;
TF = SELECT(dataType == ’ChipSeq’
AND cell == ’HeLa-S3’
AND antibody_target == ’CTCF’) PEAK;
TSS = SELECT(ann_type == ’TSS’) HUMAN_ANN;
EN = SELECT(ann_type == ’enhancer’) HUMAN_ANN;
HMa = JOIN(minDistance AND distance > 1000, right)
TSS HM;
TFa = JOIN(minDistance AND distance > 1000, right)
TSS TF;
TFb = JOIN(distance < 0, right) TFa EN;
TF_res = JOIN(distance < 0, right) TFb HMa;
This second example shows that GMQL is an expressive language to solve
frontier problems of epigenetics. It can be understood if one looks at Fig. 2
and considers that TF, HM1 and HM2 must overlap and that they must be at
a distance greater than x (=1000) bases from the closest TSS of a gene.
4 Trascription factors and histone modifications are specific kinds of biological experiments,
all performed by means of a technique named ChIP-seq. The transcription start site (TSS)
of a gene is the location along the DNA where the portion of a gene sequence starts.
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Figure 2: Abstract representation of the variables which contribute to Example
2.
The query selects HM and TF regions from the experimental base (variable
PEAK), and TSS and EN from the annotations (variable HUMAN ANN). Then, it
computes in the variable HMa the HM regions which are at minimal distance from
regions of TSS, provided that such distance is greater than 1000 bases, and in
TFa the TF regions that are also at minimal distance from TSS with the same
constraint. Note that, in addition to the distal condition, the join parameter
also indicates that the result must be projected on the matching right regions,
i.e., HM and TF respectively. Finally, TFb computes those TF regions which
intersect with enhancers EN, and TF res further computes the result as regions
which intersect TFb with HMa 5 .
The Map operation (in Example 1) and Join operation and functions distance
and minDistance (in Example 2) highlight the power of GMQL in performing
genometric evaluations which are normally performed by manually executing
data manipulation scripts, developed by individual researchers in different programming languages. Few systems provide high-level libraries for supporting
genometric queries, reviewed in Section 7, but they are not intended for largescale querying.

2.3

Example 3: Genetic Mutations in CpG Islands

“Consider DNA-seq data of distinct human cancer cell lines; for each of them
quantify the mutations in each CpG island6 . Then, select the CpG islands with
more mutations than the average number of mutations in all CpG islands. Return the list of cancer cell lines ordered by the number of such CpG islands.”
MUT = SELECT(dataType == ’DnaSeq’
AND cell_karyotype == ’cancer’) ALL_EXP;
CpG = SELECT(ann_type == ’CpG islands’) HUMAN_ANN;
CpGc1 = MAP(MutCount AS COUNT) CpG MUT;
CpGc2 = AGGREGATE(MutAvg AS AVG(MutCount)) CpGc1;
CpGc3 = PROJECT(MutCount > MutAvg) CpGc2;
5 In a real-life scenario, suggested by one of our biological problems, this query finds several
thousands of TF regions as result.
6 CpG islands are regions with a high frequency of CpG sites, i.e. regions of DNA where a
cytosine nucleotide occurs next to a guanine nucleotide.
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CpGc4 = AGGREGATE(CpGCount AS COUNT) CpGc3;
CpGc_res = ORDER(DESC CpGCount) CpGc4;
This third example shows that GMQL is very effective at counting mutations
that are mapped upon known regions, in this case CpG islands, and extracting
those regions having more mutations than the average, ordering results according to the number of CpG islands in the result.

2.4

Example 4: Transcriptomic and Epigenomics Correlation

“In RNA-seq experiments of human cancer cell line HeLa-S3, find the average
expression of each gene. Then, in ChIP-seq experiments of the same cell line,
in each gene find the average signal of H3K27me3 and H3K4me3 histone modifications. Map these experiments to known genes. Based on all such average
values, evaluate the pairwise similarity of each gene with the BRCA1 gene, and
return the ordered list of the 20 genes most similar to BRCA1. Also, through
bi-clustering, identify and return groups of genes and their histone modification
and transcription signals with similar patterns.”
GENES = SELECT(ann_type == ’gene’
AND provider == ’UCSC’) HUMAN_ANN;
RNA = SELECT(dataType == ’RnaChip’
AND cell == ’HeLa-S3’) RNA_EXP;
HM = SELECT(dataType == ’ChipSeq’
AND cell == ’HeLa-S3’
AND (antibody_target == ’H3K27me3’
OR antibody_target == H3K4me3’)) PEAK;
EXP = UNION RNA HM;
GenomeSpace = MAP(EXPavg AS AVG(signal)) GENES EXP;
This fourth example shows that datasets produced by different experiment
types, such as RNA-seq and ChIP-seq, can be used in the same query, thanks
to the interoperability provided by GDM. It also shows that the Map operation
constructs a query result, called Genome Space, which is the ideal start point
for subsequent data analysis steps, not covered by GMQL, such as building lists
of similar genes or identify genes which have similar signal patterns through
biclustering; data analysis can be performed by means of classical tools which
are immediately applicable to GMQL output.

3
3.1

Architecture
General Overview

From a functional point of view, GenData 2020 includes four components,
shown in Fig. 3: Experiment Data Manager (EDM), Annotation Data Manager
(ADM), Genometric Query System (GQS), and Genome Data Analyzer (GDA).
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Figure 3: GenData 2020 architecture overview
3.1.1

Experiment Data Manager

The Experiment Data Manager (EDM) stores experimental data developed by
research centers; it can also include experimental data produced by international
research projects, typically published on Internet, which are imported into the
EDM (both regions and metadata) as public data; we use DAS services7 . Experimental data are managed at each research center using a Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS)8 . Samples are produced by NGS machines
or data analysis tools according to classic bio-informatics formats; GenData
2020 wrappers cover the conversion to GDM of the main NGS data formats,
e.g., FASTQ, SAM, BAM, BED, bigWig, and BedGraph.
3.1.2

Annotation Data Manager

The Annotation Data Manager (ADM) stores annotations extracted from external databases, such as UCSC; annotations refer to known genomic features,
such as known genes or their mutations or functions. They are described exactly in the same way as experimental data, with regions extracted via wrappers and metadata extracted by GenData 2020 readers which make access to
databases and ontologies. The use of the same format for experiments and annotations permits their exchange and merge in GMQL: interesting experimental
regions can be used as new annotations.
7 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distributed

Annotation System.
designed and implemented a new LIMS at IEO-IIT, a center of excellence for oncology
research (see the conclusions section), according to LIMS open standards [21]; the LIMS
stores metadata and links to external data files. We also developed pipelines for the most
typical experiments, such as DNA-seq (for mutation analysis), RNA-seq (for gene expression)
and ChIP-seq (for transcription factors or histone modifications), which automatically invoke
programs, such as aligners or peak callers, and produce data files ready for use in GenData
2020.
8 We
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3.1.3

Genometric Query System

The Genometric Query System (GQS) supports queries expressed in GMQL.
Every GMQL program normally includes initial select operations addressed both
to the EDM (for including the relevant experimental datasets) and to the ADM
(for including the relevant annotations). Query results can be materialized
within EDM, by applying the operation MATERIALIZE to any variable computed
by a GMQL program. The query result is normally inspected by biologists in
the form of a genome space, consisting of regions of interest (on rows) and of
samples (on columns).
3.1.4

Genome Data Analyzer

The Genome Data Analyzer (GDA) applies data analysis techniques to genome
spaces which are built by GMQL. A genome space can be interpreted as a
bipartite graph G(S, R), where an edge < s, r > exists if the sample s includes
the region r. Such bipartite graph can be analyzed using a variety of methods,
including edge swapping or singular value decomposition, which confer to each
region a likelihood of being relevant to the experiment [15]. The genome space
can be projected upon samples or regions, yielding to biological networks with
nodes belonging either to S or to R; they can be considered by network analysis
methods, e.g., co-occurrence analysis producing region (e.g., gene) communities.
This component is currently being designed and outside of the scope of this
paper.

3.2

Software Modules

The software architecture of GenData 2020 consists of three layers, shown in
Fig. 4: the data sources, either within the server or external; the data engines,
including Lucene, PIG, Hadoop, and the LIMS; and the GMQL layer, including
the orchestrator and the GMQL compiler.
3.2.1

Orchestrator

The orchestrator can be activated from a shell command line on a local interface
or it can be invoked by calls to Web Services, exposed through a Web Interface,
as every interaction with the orchestrator can be mediated by a Web Service
API. The orchestrator consists of four components, shown in Fig. 5:
a. Repository Manager, for registering users and creating, deleting and
changing datasets (DS) and their samples; dataset creation may occur as
result of a MATERIALIZE of GMQL variables.
b. Lucene Manager, for creating and searching metadata indexes using
Lucene.
c. GMQL Job Manager, for launching the GMQL compiler and for scheduling GMQL jobs, and for reporting about the status of GMQL jobs to users.
8

Each GMQL job is mapped to several map-reduce jobs and to special, serial jobs for the serial scanning of regions (see the next section); more resources are allocated to jobs which execute serial jobs than to map-reduce
jobs.
d. GMQL Job Optimizer, for controlling the parallelization factors and
chosing the versions of Pig translations. The system supports two types
of execution, a Local mode and a Map-Reduce mode; the former is suggested only for small data sizes, during the setup and debugging of GMQL
programs, running on small-size datasets which produce small results.
The orchestrator can be compared with the project BioPig [18], which is
focused on the efficient processing of PIG programs for biology; in that system,
a developer can write UDFs (User defined functions) written in Java, but then
she has to manage the PIG scripts manually. Instead, the orchestrator is at a
higher level and can engage several tools for producing extendible, robust, and
fast computations.
3.2.2

GMQL Compiler

A syntax-directed compiler translates each GMQL operation into Pig Latin.
Datasets are loaded into suitable Pig Latin variables; we use the format illustrated in Fig. ??, where each dataset corresponding internally to a variable V is
mapped into two bags, named V region.dat and V meta.dat. The translation
deals with each bag separately; their correspondence is maintained by suitable
use of sample identifiers.
The translator has two components, the lexer and the parser; the former one
scans the GMQL query and generates a list of tokens, the latter one identifies
sub-sequences of the token list which correspond to grammar rules. Once a rule
is matched, a procedure emits the equivalent Pig Latin code. In addition, given
that GMQL computes variables with an associated schema, a state describing such schemas is kept up-to-date during the translation. We implemented
the GMQL translator in Racket, a general-purpose functional programming language in the Lisp/Scheme family, associated with a powerful set of tools; Racket
has advanced macro system and higher order functions, which facilitate the production of a concise, clean and safe code9 . Figure 6 shows the translation of the
join of Example 2:
HMa = JOIN (minDistance AND distance >1000,
right) TSS HM
The function MinDistancePlusDistanceJoin computes the join among regions
by capitalizing on the fact that matching regions are at bound distance (see the
next Section); it also creates tuples in the region and metadata bags, which
9 We specified the list of the regular expressions of every token and the Backus-Naur Form
of the context-free grammar of GMQL; the parser uses a left-to-right rightmost derivation
with one token look-ahead (LALR(1) parsing).
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share the same identifier. Note that a single GMQL operation is mapped to
many lines of Pig Latin code.

3.3

Repository Organization

The repository structure of GenData 2020, shown in Fig. 7, has been designed
with the following objectives:
• Transparency: the user should not be aware of how files are internally
managed by the system.
• Ease of use: the user should register files with operations demanding no
technical skill and no overhead.
• Privacy protection: each user should have a private space, and should be
able to designate data resulting from GMQL operations as persistent and
to add them to the private space.
• Read-only access to public data: each user should have access to public
data, which are managed by administrators.
The repository includes a Local File System (LFS), organized within the
Linux file system, and the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). Both repositories store the schemas (encoded in XML) and the metadata indexes, which
are built by Lucene; each sample is stored as a separate file in its NGS data format, each dataset has a separate schema and index. In addition, we consider the
IEO-IIT server as an external source, which in turn uses a relational database
system (MySQL) for storing metadata, that can be retrieved and indexed.
Both the LFS and HDFS have global and private spaces. Datasets, subdivided in metadata and regions, are stored in the HDFS system; control data,
which used to guide the processing, are stored in the LFS. The private LFS
includes the schemas of private datasets and a repository of private GMQL
queries; the public LFS includes system-controlled information about registered
users, their security control and privileges, and locations of their resources.

3.4

User Interfaces for Biologists

GenData 2020 provides interfaces for helping the query generation process
and viewing the query results.
3.4.1

Input Browser

Available GMQL datasets, stored in the repository, can be explored during
query formulation. The input browser enables browsing of metadata, which is
particularly useful, as metadata are in many cases extracted by semi-automatic
tools and not well curated. Fig. 8 shows that users can express search conditions
upon metadata being helped by an editor which enables entering the actual
values which are found in the metadata.
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Once the select statement is formulated, it can be tested by running the select
statement upon the metadata (with execution time of few milliseconds thanks
to Lucene indexing); Fig. 9 shows that the user sees how many samples are
found by the selection predicate (two in this case) and she can browse through
the metadata of selected samples.
The GMQL editor allows users to write queries and to store and maintain
them in a query repository; the job tracker allows users to monitor execution.
GenData 2020 also supports the download and upload of datasets and samples
from clients to servers, using the GFF format 10 .
3.4.2

Output Viewer

GMQL dataset and corresponding metadata, encoded in GFF, can be visually
inspected using the output viewer, a stand-alone desktop application that we
developed for this purpose. Given a dataset, the output viewer generates the
corresponding genometric space, which then can be exported in Excel and visualized as a heatmap. Basic transformations (such as extract, rewrite, discretize,
sort, cluster of rows and columns, bicluster) are applicable to the genometric
space.
A screenshot of the GMQL output viewer is shown in Fig. 10. We imported
a dataset of 30 samples with its corresponding metadata. Then we extracted a
matrix of rows 0 to 20 and columns 23 to 30; the matrix values contain p-values
of regions in each sample11 , ranging from 0.0 to 1.0; we discretized them to
four values 0, 1, 2, and 3 for intervals [0.0, 0.25), [0.25, 0.5), [0.5, 0.75), and
[0.75, 1.0] respectively. Then we clustered rows using agglomerative hierarchical
clustering with single linkage criteria and Euclidean distance metric. The result
is then plotted as a heatmap, shown in the figure.

4

Optimization and Experiments

We first review the optimizations which are supported by GenData 2020, then
we describe their effect on performance.

4.1

Data Parallelism

The basic translation of GMQL to Pig Latin makes no use of parallelism, but
many operations can be executed in parallel over each dataset. In addition, operations upon regions can be executed in parallel over distinct genome segments;
thus, both the regions and the experiments can be partitioned, by associating
to a partition a different chromosome and sample identifier (the pair chr, id),
and then operations can be computed in parallel upon each such partition.
10 Generic Feature Format,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General feature format.
11 Data derive from ChIP-seq experiments of a joint project with IEO-IIT, see the conclusions.
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4.2

Avoiding Cross Product in Join and Map

A naive translation of join and map operations uses the cross operation of Pig
Latin, which builds the cross product of regions of the two variables prior to
computing the map aggregate functions or the join predicate. Such cross product
can be avoided with maps and genometric joins, i.e. joins whose matching pairs
are bound to a maximum distance, that can be inferred from the query. We
therefore implemented a Java function that takes as input bags containing such
regions, ordered according to the genome, and then carefully scans the two bags
and extracts the matching pairs; the careful scan guarantees that only the pairs
of regions whose distance is lower than the bound are taken into consideration
for the join or map operations, while all other pairs are discarded. The Java
function receives the bounding distance as a parameter and is embedded within
a Pig Latin code that generates tuples with the appropriate content, so that
each function call applies to a single tuple.

4.3

Using Ad-hoc Data Structure for Cover and Summit

The problem of determining intersecting regions is properly addressed by various efficient data structures and algorithms, but our requirements (in terms of
number of regions and samples) go beyond the ones which are typically considered. In our setting, only few regions intersect with each other (out of the many
regions in each of the samples) and the number of regions may considerably
vary between different samples; this makes classical linear scan on sorted list of
regions improper solutions for us [10].
Our region-level information retrieval requirements rely on region accumulation at particular positions on genome. Hence, for efficient processing, we
adapted the prefix sum notion as used in Fenwick tree [22] to build a bin representation of regions, where bins expand from where a region starts to either the
region stop or the start of another region. Therefore, we initially sequentially
scan the regions on each sample and estimate region accumulation for every bin
(see Figure 11). Then, operations Cover and Summit linearly scan this data
structure and mark single bins or consecutive bins expanding from the first bin
which satisfy the accumulation constraints, outputing regions according to the
operation’s semantics.

4.4

Lucene Indexing for Selection

The initial select statements of each query use indexes which are constructed and
managed by Lucene; such indexes filter the samples which are required to answer the query, so that the corresponding files are involved in query processing.
Originally we were using PIG for performing the selection, but in this way all
the data flles had to be loaded in the GQM format prior to GMQL processing;
the use of Lucene indexing avoids the conversion and loading into memory of
irrelevant files. The index allows arbitrary Boolean expressions over attribute
values; prior to building the index, text of metadata attributes is cleaned to
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remove control or reserved characters; the same processing is applied to query
constants.

4.5

Experimental Results

We have experimentally evaluated the effect of the parallelization and careful scan optimizations by computing the map operation upon large genomic
datasets (see Table 3). RefSeq describes known genes (with their different transcripts). The other datasets describe ENCODE ChIP-seq peaks; CTCF contains
3 datasets corresponding to a given target antibody, H1 describes 90 datasets
from a given cell line, Tier1 contains 359 datasets corresponing to the cell lines
of the first ENCODE tier, Tier1+2 contains 739 datasets corresponding to the
first and second ENCODE tiers.
Dataset
RefSeq
CTCF
H1
TIER1
TIER1+2

Samples
1
3
90
359
739

Regions
49,048
197,954
3,071,136
15,238,472
26,602,354

Table 1: Datasets and regions of experiments
Figure 12 shows a drop of execution times due to progressive optimizations,
in the mapping of the CTCF dataset onto the RefSeq genes. No opt. refers
to the local case, where no optimization is used; in the PC (Pseudo-Cluster)
the query is run on an Hadoop installation for taking advantages of intrinsic
map-reduce parallelism; in JC (Join on Chromosome) the datasets are logically
split by chromosome, introducing data parallelism; finally, in CS the Careful
Scan strategy is carried on. The last run requires 55 seconds, dropping from
6060 seconds.
Figure 13 shows the overall scalability of GenData 2020, i.e. how the map
operation on RefSeq genes of the four encode datasets of Table 3 scales; the last
point in the CS strategy shows that 26 millions of regions scattered over 739
datasets are mapped onto 49 thousand genes in 178 seconds.
We also used the Hadoop implementation provided by Amazon and considered runs of 50 ChIP-seq datasets with 1.750.000 regions mapped on annotations
with 100K regions up to 1M regions, and parallelism set to single node, 5 nodes
and 20 nodes respectively (with X-large option); in this case, we note a reduction in execution times with the increase of the number of nodes, shown in Table
2, which is more encouraging with larger experiment sizes.
For what concerns the memory data structure optimization (Section 6.3),
Table 3 shows the performance of the cover operation applied to the reference
datasets CTCF and H1; the cover computes a single sample whose regions are
intersections of the original regions between a minimum and maximum accumulation value. Example H1 shows that executing the cover on 90 samples with 3
13

Single node
5 nodes
20 nodes

100K regions
442 seconds
379 seconds
319 seconds

1M regions
2,703 seconds
1,078 seconds
685 seconds

Table 2: Scalability of map execution times by increasing parallelism in the
Amazon cloud
million regions generates 122,136 intersections in 274 seconds.
Dataset
CTCF
H1

Exec. time
115 sec.
274 sec.

Output regions
94,954
122,136

Table 3: Execution time and output regions for the cover operation
The effectiveness of Lucene indexing (Section 6.4) depends on the query
selectivity; in most cases (e.g. with large repositories such as ENCODE) the
saving is substantial (several minutes or even hours), as queries retrieve a small
portions of the samples within input datasets, and only these are transformed
into GDM format and loaded into memory.
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Conclusions

GenData 2020 is a new system for supporting big data analysis over NGS data;
its main contribution is the ability of querying thousands of post-alignment
experimental samples as prepared by biologists (in many cases, well curated
and published online by large consortia), rather than focusing on the direct
processing of data produced by NGS machines. Therefore, we contribute a new
approach to big data management for NGS data, which is not focused on the
efficient processing of individual samples, but instead is focused on the efficient
processing of thousands of samples, produced with a variety of experimental
methods and encoded in a variety of data formats.
GDM provides interoperability across data formats and therefore supports
data integration; GMQL supports high-level query processing through a combination of relational and ad-hoc region management operations, specifically
tailored to the needs of genomic data management. The system design allows
biologists to preserve data files in their original formats, as it transfers to GDM
the files which are required by each query after their selection, thus minimizing the need of format translation. The system also supports biologists with
interfaces for browsing the metadata and for viewing the output results.
GenData 2020 is the core of a collaboration between Politecnico di Milano
and IEO-IIT, a center of excellence for cancer research hosting both biologists
and oncology caregivers. Together with four PIs of IEO-IIT, we defined eight
research projects focused on the forefront of genetic and epigenetic research
14
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. Most of these studies use datasets which have been produced at IEO-IIT
and relevant datasets extracted from collections such as ENCODE or TCGA.
The GMQL language design and GenData 2020 system architecture has been
largely influenced by the requirements directly collected from IEO-IIT biologists.
GenData 2020 is also the name given to a three-year, large Italian PRIN
(Research Project of National Interest) project, which includes nine Italian Universities13 ; GenData 2020 is now at its 18th month. Several public presentations of GenData 2020 at bioinformatics conferences (London, May 2014; San
Diego, June 2014) and research centers (UCSD, Stanford, IBM Almaden, MS
Research) have provided significant feedbacks for validating our approach.
The current installation of GenData 2020 at PoliMI uses a server equipped
with a Dual Intel Xeon ES-2650 processor, 64GB of Ram and 10TB of disks (5
Raid-5 disks). In addition, it interfaces with a second architecture installation
located at IEO-IIT of similar power; we will soon use the PoliMi installation
for system development and the IEO-IIT installation for joint research projects,
thus we will not physically move data from IEO-IIT. We acknowledge a 10K$
grant from Amazon (given in June 2014) for scaling up query processing to the
Amazon cloud.
We are currently studying several extensions of our approach. We are focusing on the integration with data analysis, that will be performed by building
suitable interfaces for importing GMQL results into existing data analysis environments and tools. We are also studying alternative implementations of GMQL
based on the bin memory model, sketched in Section 6, which can provide realtime performance for massive queries. We are also studying user-friendly interfaces for formulating GMQL queries for searching genomic data patterns of
interest, visually drawn in genome browsers, i.e. a sort of query by example of
genomics, so as to further facilitate the interaction of biologists with the system.
We plan to integrate GMQL with data mining (by devising new kinds of
association rules which take into account the GDM model) and with data warehousing (by devising a datacube architecture which allows the use of metadata
as cube dimensions); this work is currently ongoing with PRIN project partners.
We are speculating that specific vertical GMQL applications could be delivered as a service, along the direction of Great [13]; for instance, we are considering a new service for inspecting the 3D characteristics of the genome 14
12 The PIs are: Piergiuseppe Pelicci, Bruno Amati, Giovanni Testa and Stefano Campaner.
The project titles are: Study of 3D chromatin structure, Replication and gene expression,
Analysis of unknown P53 binding loci, Chromatin state changes in time-course Myc binding,
Myc binding saturation patterns, Transcription factors co-occurrence with TEAD binding
sites, Finding hotspots of RAD21 bindings and high-density TF regions, Copy number variants
in Chrom 7.
13 Politecnico di Milano is the national coordinator (PI Stefano Ceri), the other Universities
are Politecnico di Torino (PI Elena Baralis), Universities Sapienza di Roma (PI Maurizio Lenzerini), RomaTre (PI Paolo Atzeni), Milano (PI Pierangela Samarati), Alma Mater Bologna
(PI Claudio Sartori), Bergamo (PI Stefano Paraboschi), Salerno (PI Alfredo De Sanctis), and
Reggio Calabria (PI Mimmo Saccá.)
14 The 3D characteristics of a genome are embodied in a new type of experimental data,
called ChIA-PET, which describes the genome as a collection of loops, each loop being a portion
of genome between two connecting regions that are distant in the genome, but close in the 3D
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upon experimental datasets that would be provided to the service by biologists.
Finally, we believe that approaches such as GDM and GMQL rise the level of
abstraction in the description of genomic data, and this in turn will facilitate
the exchange of genomic information and bring about a new ambitious vision,
that we call the Internet of Genomes.
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Figure 4: Components of GenData 2020

Figure 5: Components of the orchestrator
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Figure 6: Translation of GMQL Join into Pig Latin

Figure 7: Repository structure

Figure 8: Sample selection with metadata browser
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Figure 9: Metadata inspection of selected samples

Figure 10: Screenshot of the output viewer

Figure 11: Instance of bin definition on input samples
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Figure 12: Drop of execution times due to progressive optimizations in mapping
the CTCF dataset on RefSeq genes

Figure 13: Scalability of the map operator
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